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Matthaei botanical gardens wedding

Create an impressive botanical garden that your friends and neighbors will envy throughout the season. With these beautiful décor finds, your soothing outdoor space is sure to be the best on the block. Each product we present has been selected and reviewed independently by our editorial team. If you
make a purchase using the included links, we can earn a commission. Bring the heat of the Southwest to your garden with these planters. Created with a mixture of cement and fiberglass, these planters are lightweight and easy to move. We love to fill them with beautiful white flowers or beautiful greens -
both perfect for your botanical garden! Enjoy the beauty of your backyard botanical garden on this comfortable outdoor sofa. Place it inside your garden to breathe the fresh aromas of your plants and flowers. The intricate hand-woven teak frame will complement the lush greens that grow in your yard and
elevate your space. Add a glamorous touch of metallic shimmer to your botanical garden with these bronze planters. The handmade ceramic planters of Crate and Barrel are the perfect way to show off your favourite flowers and plants. Make sure your entire garden is touched with a little greenery by
adding this rail planter to any fence or space available. Although this planter has a woody appearance, it is built with durable plastic to make maintenance so simple. Tidore Rectangular Rail Planter and Rail Planter Hook Looking for a unique way to showcase your plants? Try placing this round accent
table in your living area or use it as an eye-catching accent piece for an amazing look. Garnish this craft table with your favourite greens for extra height and size in your yard. Mt. Pinatubo Volcano Round Accent Table Don't let the dark sky stop you from enjoying the beauty of your botanical garden. Hang
these lights around tree trunks, hanging from tree branches, or even around your fences for a beautiful soft glow. Bonus: These lights are battery powered, which means you won't need sockets to illuminate your space! Twinkle Silver String Lights Believe us when we say you'll want to add more than one
of these wicker chairs to your space this season! Relax in style while enjoying the beauty of your botanical garden in these durable, maintenance-free chairs. Tip: Our editors love to add colorful pillows to these chairs to complement neutral cushions. Torrey All-Weather Wicker Papasan Chair Gardens
have long served as a source of romantic inspiration for lovers, writers and artists, but these are not just for a traditional party. Many couples have found unique ways to work their green thumbs in every wedding detail, from decoration to menu. Swap greenery for modern fantasy or do a desert-inspired
pirouette in a garden party lounge. And who can say you can't bring the outdoors? All it takes is a little imagination to any space in the magical garden you've dreamed of. Keep scrolling for 20 garden wedding ideas to inspire your big day. 01 of 20 Photo by Kristen Kilpatrick Make like a garden nymph and
accentuate your veil or locks with a floral crown or, for an effortless sensation, place the flowers loosely in your strands (yes, this trend is still having a time). 02 OF 20 PHOTO BY KATE HEADLEY; ROBE BY REEM ACRA, DESIGN FLORAL BY SUSAN MCLEARY Don't let your place attract all the
attention, organize a look that blooms. Here, the bride shines in a beaded floral dress and a cape. Your bridal party should take a few pieces of petals too. 03 of 20 PHOTO BY K.R. MORENO; FLORAL CONCEPTION AND EVENT BY Ines and Marie Let your guests know from the moment they walk in
that your wedding is a garden-themed affair. Your welcome sign is one of the first design items that people will see, so adorn it with the flowers of your choice. 04 of 20 PHOTO BY KATE HEADLEY; Escort Cards by the Striped Petal For a new way to display table assignments, use the bounty around you
as a source of inspiration. Attach seat arrangements to flowers (real or papier-mâché), tree leaves, or branches so guests can choose their place cards. 05 OF 20 PHOTO BY AT THE WRISLEY PHOTOGRAPHY; FLORAL DESIGN BY WILD GREEN YONDER; CUSTOM STATIONERY BY STACCATO
Keep guests cool during your outdoor ceremony with handmade fans that double as a program. Our hearts bloom for this illustration of place, the palette of citrus and emerald (for a natural summer aesthetic), and the tree planting ceremony being among the delights of the day. 06 of 20 PHOTO BY
ALLEN TSAI PHOTOGRAPHY; FLORAL DESIGN BY PUSCINA FLEURS Sometimes the best way to get the most out of your frame is to let it show its true colors, as in this intimate ceremony. It is surrounded by woods and cedars, so a simple arch wrapped in wild greenery adds to the bucolic ambience.
Finish it with a fluid drapery for a more ethereal romance. 07 out of 20 PHOTO BY REBECCA YALE PHOTOGRAPHY; FLORAL CONCEPTION BY TOAST SANTA BARBARA Give your driveway a bit of charm with a fresh petal runner in your wedding colors. To add to the call? White rose petal cones for
guests to lay in celebration of the newlyweds. 08 of 20 PHOTO BY KYLIE and CO. PHOTOGRAPHY; FLORALS BY THE LITTLE BRANCH Yes, an industrial place can have garden ambiences, especially succulent variety. A copper bow with dusty blue and pink flowers lends itself to (but does not
remove) the abundant desert greenery that doubles as a textural backdrop. 09 OF 20 PHOTO BY ERICH MCVEY; PLANNING BY ALISE TAGGART Florals are a no-brainer, but what about foam for statement decoration? The organic altar at this Atlanta wedding is a work of art and eye trick that seems
to grow naturally in its native habitat. Instead, it is made with moss and vines that surround the couple. 10 of 20 PHOTO BY LOVISA LOVISA FLORAL CONCEPTION BY THE ORGANIC FLORE Don't bring a wall of flowers — use the decorations your place provides, such as this arrangement of clay
pots and succulents. It's textural and funky, and the classic dress of the bride and the elegant pop tux of the groom against the light tones and plants of different shapes and sizes. 11 OUT OF 20 PHOTO BY ABBY JIU PHOTOGRAPHY; DESIGN FLORAL AND DECOR BY AMARYLLIS FLORAL and
EVENT DESIGN Strum heartstrings with a musical group voluntarily positioned. A reflective pond in the middle is a focal point with vines and roses twisting the arbor, chandeliers and a trio of musicians who float on the water as they play. 12 OF 20 PHOTOS PER ANGIE DIAZ PHOTOGRAPHY - FILMS;
FLORAL DESIGN BY TERESA SENA DESIGNS; COCKTAIL CATERING BY GARNISH CRAFT COCKTAILS Incorporate the flora of your place into your décor. It's environmentally friendly (less paper, more nature) and playful. Take this vintage tropical garden wedding, where a giant palm tree is
scribbled in metallic ink bearing the bar menu drinks list and an installation in the same bright palm trees hangs over it. 13 OUT OF 20 PHOTO BY REBECCA YALE PHOTOGRAPHY; RESTAURATION BY Renaud Caterer Locavores will want to dine on a kitchen that reflects the garden party palace. Opt
for the singable food of the season and the region, perhaps even the parcel of land on which you sit. 14 OUT OF 20 PHOTO BY CHRISTIAN OTH STUDIO; FLORAL CONCEPTION AND DÉCOR BY BIRCH EVENT DESIGN Perform a top-down drama with a rooftop site. Take inspiration from this décor
and contrast the classic architecture (the neo-Gothic style of St. Patrick's Cathedral) with something glam, like custom lavender mirror tables and built-in art deco lanterns. 15 OF 20 PHOTO BY CHAZ CRUZ PHOTOGRAPHERS; DESIGN FLORAL BY MANDOLINE FLOWERS Glass-walled greenhouses
are ideal places for a reception, especially when your décor has a picnic aesthetic. This nursery has the added advantage of offering a view of vegetables, herbs, fruits and floral gardens on one side. 16 OUT OF 20 PHOTO BY ERICH MCVEY; FLORAL DESIGN BY EAST OLIVIA; FLEURISTE LOCAL
VIVA FLOR Think beyond the bouquet and make flowers an integral part of your celebration with an over-the-top style. Work with your florist to incorporate native flowers that play on your place. These dreamy bougainvillea runners drape the tables and match the courtyard in the colors of the candy. 17
OUT OF 20 PHOTO BY MONICA LEGGIO; FLORAL CONCEPTION BY THE CANINA ROSA Exchange traditional round tables for long weaving tables that flow with the garden, its trees writhing above and the swaying plants below. This arrangement is and trend and fosters the community among your
guests. 18 OUT OF 20 PHOTO BY ROY ISWANTO PHOTOGRAPHY; FLORAL CONCEPTION AND DECOR BY THREE PETALS Transform your home into a natural habitat by hanging a lush installation. This 50-by-50 foot beauty flows with greenery and white flowers coming down from the 19 out of
20 PHOTO BY ASHLEY BOYAN PHOTOGRAPHY; FLORAL DESIGN BY WILD FLOWER; CAKE BY BUTTERCREAM BAKESHOP A delicate pedestal table that reflects historic statues and garden fountains is the perfect way to display confectionery. The hushed palette of conical blush, a white table
runner and a touch of ivy complete the understated elegance of it all. 20 out of 20 PHOTO BY TIDA SVY; FLORALS BY SHINDIG CHIC Creating a chic lounge area for your guests to relax after the ceremony is a must, whether you toast your love in the lush countryside or amidst the beauty of the desert.
Umbrellas and woven rugs, earthy fabrics and textured succulents accentuate the aesthetics. Country Living publishers select each featured product. If you buy from a link, we can earn a commission. Find out more about us. Stop and smell the roses (lilies and lavender...) in the most beautiful botanical
gardens in the country. April 9, 2014 Getty Images Sculptures at fountains in addition to vibrant exhibits of the most magnificent flowers you've ever seen, each of these states has an impressive botanical garden not to be missed. Hit the road with a few fellow green inches and soak up the natural beauty.
1 of 9 Alabama: Birmingham Botanical Gardens At nearly 68 acres, the Birmingham Botanical Gardens, Alabamas largest living museum as they call themselves, is teeming with a wide range of different gardens - a fern clearing, a Japanese garden, and a collection of classically southern crape trees.
Stop at a gardening class or a family yoga session in the gardens. 2 of 9 Alaska: Alaska Botanical Garden It's not all snow and ice in the northernmost state of the United States. In spring and summer, the Alaska Botanical Garden comes alive with 110 acres of boreal forests and 8 acres of beautiful
gardens, with winding natural trails to explore. In the Heritage Garden of Anchorage, you will see native plants that pay homage to the garden's hometown. 3 of 9 Arizona: Desert Botanical Garden Phoenix Desert Botanical Garden consists of a series of loops that take you around points of interest, such
as the Desert Discovery Loop Trail that runs along the cacti and succulent galleries or the Center for Desert Living Trail that surrounds a herb garden. 4 of 9 Arkansas: Ozark Botanical Garden Nestled in one of Arkansas' most picturesque neighborhoods, the Ozarks Botanical Garden in Springdale attracts
80,000 garden enthusiasts each year. Crowds might be there to see the only butterfly house in the area, where visitors can help with scientific research. The garden has teamed up with the University of to study how wing patterns can impact butterfly behavior, and guests are invited to write their
observations on checklists, watering butterfly sizes, colors and other details. 5 of 9 California: The Santa Barbara Botanical Garden in Santa Barbara, discover a slice of peace and tranquility their oh-so-quiet botanical garden. Filled with soothing hues and quiet corners, the garden's 78 acres feature a
canyon area with bubbling streams and native plants and a meadow teeming with wildflowers. There's even a grove of grandiose redwoods. 6 of 9 Colorado: Denver Botanic Gardens At Denver Botanic Gardens, you will see perfectly presented varieties of Western plants, flowering in the Western
Gardens (lots of cacti and succulents), internationally inspired gardens (with a Japanese tea house), and other ornamental gardens 7 of 9 Connecticut: Bartlett Arboretum and Gardens Stamford Bartlett Arboretum and Gardens has a dizzying range of plants (magnoliasias , lilies, and witch brooms to
name a few) as well as miles and miles of trails. Go on the run, walk slowly or take your favourite furry friend: on a leash are allowed on the property. 8 of 9 Delaware: Mt. Cuba Center Less than an hour from Philadelphia, there are 500 acres of untouched Delaware land waiting to be explored.
Hockessin's Mt. Cuba Center opens its gardens from April to November, and before you visit, you can take virtual tours on the drivable entrance garden website, the clean formal garden lined with brick paths, and the Dogwood Flower Trail. 9 Florida: Mounts Botanical Garden Mounts Botanical Garden
has been a Palm Beach institution for the past 40 years. Traditional Floridians, don't miss the tropical cottage garden, Begonia garden and rainforest. Country Getaway: 7 Reasons to Visit Stowe, Vermont Advertising - Continue reading below This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about it and content similar to piano.io piano.io
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